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JASMIN POWER BOOSTER       35 mins £45

Awakens even the most tired of complexions in the shortest of times. Revitalises the mind and body,

leaving the skin luminous and as fresh as the morning dew.

DISCOVERY FACIAL*         35 mins £45

Short of time? Discover why Decléor facials are world famous with this rescue remedy. Includes revitalising

massage, essential oils and a gentle polish to wake-up tired skin leaving it fresh and radiant.  

ULTIMATE VITAMIN GLOW*         55 mins £60

Power-packed with vitamins and anti-oxidants, this award-winning facial melts away stress. Combines a

rebalancing essential oil elixir plus warm, decongesting mask for skin that’s purified, perfectly replenished and glowing.  

MOISTURE QUENCH         70 mins £75

Power-packed with vitamins and anti-oxidants, this award-winning facial melts away stress. Combines a rebalancing

essential oil elixir plus warm, decongesting mask for skin that’s purified, perfectly replenished and glowing.  

MOISTURE BRIGHT         70 mins £75

With hydra floral ultra-plumping mask and white petal. A brightening treatment with a vitamin c power

booster to help restore luminosity, lighten pigmentation marks and turbo-charge cell regeneration.

DIVINE NUTRITION         70 mins £75

By cocooning skin in deliciously nourishing Essential Oils and active nutrients, this facial comforts, renews and restores.

Ultra-nourishing to feed dull, dry, exposed skin, it transforms complexions to radiant and satin smooth.

HARMONIE CALM         70 mins £75

Acting like a calming comfort blanket, this blissful treatment relieves stressed, angry skin. Power-packed with skin

strengthening Essential Oils and including a skin-perfecting peel-off mask, it works immediately for clear, soothed

and resilient skin.

OXYGENATING PURE & MATT         70 mins £75

For instant clarity on dull, devitalised skin, this antibacterial and mattifying facial treats spots and shine. Includes

Aquatic Plant Powders and an oxygenating power mask for a brighter and shine-free complexion that’s simply flawless.

FACIAL PILATES         70 mins £75

Inspired by pilates, delivers a natural lift to the face, whilst helping reshape the contours of the facial with

a re-cushioning effect. The skin is left flawless, glowing with rosy youthfulness.

FACE

*Suitable for men.
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BODY

VANILLA & YLANG CANANGA RELAXING HYDRATION WRAP         55 mins £60
Offering the relaxing sensation of a long, deep massage, this cocooning warming wrap

relaxes mind and muscles deep down. Skin feels satiny and looks luminous too.

LEMON & MANGO FIRM & TONE WRAP         55 mins £60
A collagen-boosting wrap to erase imperfections and strengthen beautifully toned skin.

Restores and moisturises skin all over for a smooth, firm and radiantly younger looking body.

CLEANSING & PURIFYING BACK TREATMENT*         35 mins £40
With a skin-brightening exfoliation to target spots, blemishes and dull skill, this facial for your

back transforms congested skin, leaving it clear and strokeably soft.

AROMATHERAPY BODY MASSAGE*         55 mins £60
Relax, refine, tone or stimulate with one of these tension-releasing, holistic treatments.

Stresses and strains blissfully melt away and skin is left revitalised and velvety soft.

AROMATHERAPY BACK NECK & SCALP MASSAGE*         40 mins £45
Relax, refine, tone or stimulate with one of these tension-releasing, holistic treatments.

Stresses and strains blissfully melt away and skin is left revitalised and velvety smooth.

HOT LAVA SHELL FULL BODY MASSAGE*         55 mins £65
This specialist massage uses hot smooth lava shells guided over the body with varying

pressures and techniques, working that heat deep into muscles releasing any deep tension.

HOT LAVA SHELL BACK NECK AND SCALP MASSAGE*         40 mins £50
This specialist massage uses hot smooth lava shells guided over the body with varying

pressures and techniques, working that heat deep into muscles releasing any deep tension.

RADIANT MUM TO BE          70 mins £70
Relax while your highly trained therapist safely and gently treats your tummy, legs and face to a truly

nurturing experience that helps reduce the risk of stretch marks, relieves ‘heavy’ legs and brightens skin. 

NEW MUM INDULGENCE TREAT         70 mins £70
Combining a divine body massage, tailor-made facial and soothing mask, this rejuvenating and relaxing treatment has

been specifically created for the needs of new mums. Leaves skin perfected and strengthened… and you unwound.

RED ISLAND EXFOLIATING RITUAL         55 mins £60
Inspired by the magical island of Madagascar, powdered fruit seeds and spices are used to polish skin leaving it

exceptionally soft. Includes massage with warm aromatherapy oils to de-stress and re-energise.

*Suitable for men.


